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Close from Terry Duddy, Chair

This report reflects a
collective effort not only of
Catch22 colleagues but of
our partners, our funders,
and commissioners. There
has been a lot of commentary
about building back better

I’ve always advocated that
Catch22 is an optimistic
organisation. We attract
passionate people to work
with us and to support us, as
this report demonstrates we
are privileged to gain insight
into the lives of those we
support and we are committed
to applying these insights to
contribute to a better way.
Chris Wright
Catch22 CEO

Last year

94
%

My colleagues at Catch22
have demonstrated these
behaviours day in and day out
over the last 15 months. They
have gone to extraordinary
lengths to continue reaching
the people we are here to
support. This report is full of
stories and impact from our
frontline, but it also reflects
the work of those who behind
the scenes do so much to
ensure that we can deliver.
That effort was reflected last
March when, like everyone
else, we suddenly were no
longer in the office. Within
short-order we managed to
connect over 1000 people to
our Microsoft Teams solution.

We’ve also seen the
willingness of colleagues to
think and act differently, these
are the lessons we need to
build into our future plans.
And finally, the pandemic has
demonstrated more than ever
the need to do more to level up
society, to address the digital
divide, to ensure people have
the skills and capability to
secure decent jobs, and to root
out the systemic inequalities
and discrimination that
continue to blight our systems
and people’s lives.

Our approach is based on the
3Ps. We believe people can thrive
when they have:
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People, communities, and
organisations from across
the country have stepped
up and done extraordinary
things to support others,
providing kindness, love, and
compassion to the many
who have struggled over the
past year or so. These are
the characteristics of a good
society.

but we must also take
into the future the lessons
we have learnt from the
pandemic. That people
matter, that there are ways to
demonstrate accountability
and performance which
might look different to the
orthodox approach to contract
management. Organisations
like Catch22 are agile, we can
move at pace and make things
happen providing there is a
degree of trust between those
asking and those doing.

For over 200 years Catch22
has designed and delivered
services that build resilience
and aspiration in people and
communities.
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Every annual report for
2020, whether from the
private, public, or voluntary
sectors will inevitably start
by recognising that this was
a year like no other in recent
memory, certainly none that I
can recall in my lifetime.

CATCH22

712
pupils enrolled at
our schools

of
a

“CATCH22 IS AN OPTIMISTIC
ORGANISATION”
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Our Justice
team worked with:

20,700

Our
Employability
team helped:

523

clients into paid
employment

victims

95%

of children feel safer
after using our
children and young
people
services
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JUSTICE
There is no doubt that the
past year has seen many
challenges, on a global,
national and criminal
justice sector level. Catch22
and our Justice Hub has,
throughout this time,
remained solution focussed,
adaptable and committed
to providing quality
commissioned services,
supporting our service
users and contributing to
making our communities
safer. Within the Catch22
Justice footprint, we are
proud of the evidenced
impact of our work across
both victim, community and
offender focussed services.
We have navigated the
complexities of delivering
our quality provision by
adapting to change, being
innovative and by blending
our model by increasing the
use of technology to provide
vital support virtually.

FOLLOWING
WORKING WITH
CATCH22 THERE
WAS:

18%

2020 was without doubt
memorable for all sorts of
reasons but I am sure that
2021 will be even more so.
Lisa Smitherman
Director of Justice
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increase in
participants
who reported
no intention of
carrying a weapon
in the community.

Our social impact, along
with our strategy going
forward are informed by our
partners, commissioners,
service users and local

and national needs; as
such we are working at the
forefront of social justice
policy and organisational
coalitions. During a time of
financial unpredictability,
and a national, perhaps
global recession, we have
continued to promote our
vision and methodology
as drivers for change for
good. We have increased
our reach, by gaining
new contracts at HMP
Wandsworth resettlement
and extending our
Wolverhampton Violence
Reduction Team to include a
young person’s resettlement
in the community service.
In addition, we have seen
contract extensions and
growth in our Victim’s
services.

GANGS AND VIOLENCE
REDUCTION
The Catch22 Gangs and Violence Reduction Custodial Service
works within the prison to promote an understanding of
community issues and how these issues may impact a
custodial setting. We support prison management by reducing
the risk posed by gang-involved prisoners, so that violent
incidents are prevented.

Catch22 Gang services work with 7708 Service
users in both custodial & community settings. We
have 4 services permanently based in prisons and
an in reach approach to many more. We also have 2
community based services

WOLVERHAMPTON VIOLENCE REDUCTION TEAM
Catch22 Wolverhampton Violence Reduction Service uses an end to end
approach working with individuals, families, schools, custodial estates
and communities in a joined up way that aims to reduce gang involvement
and its effect on local areas. Our work targets and builds on service
users strengths to prevent them from becoming involved in gangs, and
provides a range of interventions for gang-involved young people to
support them to exit. We use a variety of methods to deter young people
from engaging in, or continuing negative behaviours associated with gang
activity by providing support to maintain or re-enter education, training or
employment, one to one key working, providing activity intervention. We
work within the secure estate and support individuals transition as they
reintegrate back into community and support pro-social lifestyles.

LONDON GANG EXIT
Catch22 is a partner within theLondon Gang Exit (LGE) consortium. LGE
aims to reduce offending, support individuals to access safe, stable
housing and encourages young people back into employment, education or
training across the 32 boroughs in London.
Catch22 owns the Custodial estate pathway for the consortium which
sees us responsible for generating a referral pipeline of gang affiliated
individuals from the secure estate into the service - often regarded as the
most complex and gang entrenched cohort. The model is based on an endto-end management approach.
This ensures that positive behavioural change achieved during custody
has a greater chance of success, supported through a continuous
relationship through the gate, which the offender recognises as
supportive, trusting and knowledgeable.
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THROUGH THE GATE
Working in collaboration with community-based Offender Managers and Responsible
Officers, Catch22 supports prisoners as they transition through the gate and into the
community.
Our peer-mentors are volunteers currently serving their sentence and offer a unique
perspective while supporting prisoners’ rehabilitation.
Our evidence-based approach involves collaboration with housing and employment partners
and brings in the support of family members.
Our robust resettlement plans include practical and tangible enhancements for the following
pathways:
-

Accommodation
Education, training and 		
employment
Finance, benefits and debt
Physical and mental health
Substance misuse
Relationships and families
Attitudes, thinking and 		
behaviour

-

Victims of domestic violence
Victims of sexual assault
Support for sex workers
Support for care leavers
Support for ex-military
Support for foreign nationals

VICTIM SERVICES
HERTFORDSHIRE
BEACON

VICTIM FIRST

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
VICTIM CARE

PARTNER ENGAGEMENT
Our victim services proactively bring organisations together to share best practice and to
improve the support available to victims.
HERTFORDSHIRE BEACON
lead a countywide Restorative
Justice Forum which brings
together criminal justice
partners from around the
county. The forum raises
awareness about the work
we are doing, to increase
referrals, and to take a
strategic approach to
exploring best practice around
restorative justice.

VICTIM FIRST designed and
developed the Victim First
Champions initiative. These
Champions are key individuals
at partner agencies who we
have trained to promote our
service to victims within their
own organisations. Champions
can directly refer service users
to us or help those in need to
self-refer.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE VICTIM
CARE collaborate closely with
local partners Redthread,
who deliver youth violence
interventions in the county’s
A&E department. This
partnership has created a
seamless support journey
for young people, ensuring
vulnerable service users get the
help they need to continue a
positive recovery journey.

Read the full Justice Review here
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EDUCATION
I want to acknowledge
and celebrate the ethos,
resilience and continuing
high expectations of every
colleague in our schools
and the leadership of
every Headteacher, the
Executive Principals and
the wider Education Senior
Leadership Team during the
Covid-19 challenge.
Our schools have remained
open for our pupils
throughout this extraordinary time and the new
provision arrangements put
in place have maintained
rigour and proactivity in our
safeguarding, enhanced
bespoke support for
children, young people
and families and ensured
continuity of a personalised
learning offer for all pupils.
The focus and actions of
all leaders on our strategic
priorities to further
strengthen the quality of
education has continued at
pace. The positive impact on
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Every day everyone in our
schools is a role model for
our pupils. Because of their
ethos and professionalism,
specialist skills and
knowledge, unique talents
and creative practice they
support our pupils to be
safe and feel safe, stay
healthy, enjoy learning and
achieve well and to make
a positive contribution to a
better society. To everyone
in our schools every day…
thank you for being amazing
role models
Education
CEO
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83%

54%
of our learners
receive free school
meals

80

%
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of our learners
achieved a GCSE in
English

pupil outcomes and overall
achievement is evident
in the improving trends
across our performance
and impact data. Each of
our schools have made
demonstrable progress on
their school improvement
journey…making all that
has been achieved during
this disruptive period all the
more remarkable.

MULTI ACADEMY TRUST
Ashwood Academy - Basingstoke
Austen Academy - Basingstoke
Brunel Academy - Paignton
Burton Academy - Torquay
Coppice Spring Academy - Basingstoke
Everitt Academy - Lowestoft
Fen Rivers Academy - King’s Lynn
Spires Academy - Northampton

INDEPENDENT
Norfolk - Norwich
PPP - Ladbrook Grove, West London
Suffolk - Ipswich
Oxford - Oxford
Wales - Newport
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The Burton Academy
The headteacher and staff share a commitment to provide pupils with an opportunity to be
successful. Most pupils arrive at the school with negative experiences of education. Many pupils
have complex needs. As a result, they exhibit challenging behaviour. Staff take time to get to know
each pupil. Building strong relationships with pupils and gaining their trust are paramount.” [Ofsted
impact statement]
of our learners achieved an English and
100% Maths
qualification
The Burton Academy supports the social, emotional,
academic and vocational development of young
people who are impacted by a range of traumatic
life experiences. We use the advantages of a smaller
setting and a high staff to student ratio to ensure that
every student has a good place to learn, good people to
learn from and a strong sense of purpose which reflects
their own skills, needs and interests.
The Burton Academy offers every learner an
ambitious curriculum, within which they will access a
personalised pathway designed to
help them become independent and resilient learners.
Our classroom teachers use their strong
subject and pedagogical knowledge to design and
deliver lessons which stretch and challenge all
learners, leading to our students making consistently

good progress and gaining the qualifications necessary
to move onto their next stage of education, employment
or training.
Students come to us with a myriad of challenges that
include failure to succeed in mainstream education:
crime, drugs, lack of family support and the pressures
of materialism, the media and 24-hour social
networking. We work with our learners and give them
the tools to become active, responsible and employable
citizens who:
•
•
•
•
•
•

understand healthy relationships
can recognise risks to their wellbeing
use technology appropriately
celebrate diversity
tolerate difference
promote equality for all

Include Wales
“Across the school, the strong working relationships between staff and pupils have a positive impact
on improving pupils’ confidence and behaviour…they show interest in their work and participate
enthusiastically.” [Estyn Inspection Report]

80% of our pupils have Special Educational Needs
Catch22 Newport Primary School is an Estyn registered Independent School. We provide full-time, alternative
education for young people, most of whom have social, emotional, and/or mental health needs.
We are registered with the Welsh Government for 18 places at Key Stage 1 and 2. Pupils attend our school for
assessment, social nurture and academic intervention, before being supported back into appropriate mainstream
or specialist schooling.
Pupils present with multiple barriers to learning, and generally this manifests as pupils who display a lack of selfesteem and/or confidence within a school setting.
Our mission is to enable each pupil to leave school with renewed confidence in their ability, and for this stepping
stone to provide a springboard that reinvigorates their school life.

Read the full Education Review here
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EMPLOYABILITY & SKILLS
After what has been a very difficult year all round, I am
very proud to be part of such a dedicated hard-working
organisation. We have had to adapt at pace, keep
ourselves and everyone we work with safe and ensure
our customers and service users are still given the
best quality programmes we can offer. Building on the
achievements of last year as set out in this review, as
we enter a new year we’ve seen amazing collaborations
and new ventures with Jobs22, Kickstart Community, JP
Morgan Chase and also National Grid - while also having
funding extended by Barclays.
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North East: Durham County,
Newcastle, North Tyneside
West Midlands: Herefordshire,
Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin,
Wolverhampton, Worcestershire

Victoria Head
Director of NCS, Employability and Skills
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1,000

Bishop Auckland
Great Yarmouth
Kent Maidstone
Nottingham
Peterlee
Southend
Thetford

I’m optimistic about our ability to grow our offering and
support more people to find their purpose and thrive.
With the commitment and drive from our teams, we can
continue to make a difference to peoples’ lives; whether
that’s helping them gain qualifications and vital life
skills in our Colleges and through our NCS programmes
or supporting them in their search for sustainable
employment.

3
,
1

learners in
our colleges

NCS

Barclays Connect with Work
(London, Liverpool and Manchester)
Bright Light (London)
Digital Edge (London and Manchester)
Social Switch (London)
Inspiring Connections (London)
Digital Leap (National)
JP Morgan (National)
Inspiring Families (National)
Family Works (National)

4
2

378

COLLEGES

North West: Cheshire East
(Macclesfield), Liverpool,
Manchester, Oldham, Sefton,
Stockport, Tameside, Wirral
South East: Bracknell Forest,
East Sussex, Hampshire,
West Berkshire, Windsor and
Maidenhead, Wokingham
East Midlands: Bakewell,
Belper, Buxton, Chesterfield,
Glossop, Ilkeston, Kettering,
Wellingborough
South West: Bath and Bristol

DIGITAL EDGE
Digital Edge is a programme delivered by
Catch22 in partnership with Microsoft, which
helps people facing barriers to work embark
on digital apprenticeships. The project sees
Catch22 find and recruit candidates with a
range of challenges – from gender and ethnicity
barriers, homelessness, mental health issues,
school exclusion and disability – and support
them to access a digital apprenticeship with
a local employer within Microsoft’s network of
customers and partners.
The pilot project launched in January 2020,
reaching out to people aged 18 to 25 in London
and Manchester through job centres. The initial
pilot phase of 23 trainees undertook a four-week
training programme, building both the technical
and employability skills required to gain a
digital apprenticeship with a local employer
within Microsoft’s network of customers and
partners. The majority were from disadvantaged
backgrounds, 13 were of minority ethnic origin,
two had learning difficulties and one was
disabled. Four were women.
The trainees learnt to present themselves
positively (including through social media),
write a good CV and cover letter, prepare for
interviews, problem-solve and work in a team,
while developing digital skills and commercial
awareness. The course was initially delivered
in person, and later remotely using Microsoft
Teams in light of the Covid-19 pandemic,
ensuring that everyone was able to participate
and graduate, despite social distancing and
travel restrictions.
Overall, from the Digital Edge pilot project, three
people have gone on to gain an apprenticeship,
including two with Microsoft or their partners,
and one is planning to undertake further
qualifications.
Given the success of the pilot, the programme
has now been extended to cover Birmingham
and Bristol – and now supports people not only
into apprenticeships but also into other job
roles.

THE SOCIAL
SWITCH PROJECT
Our innovative programme switches the narrative on
how social media’s relationship to youth violence is
understood, tackled and solved. Initially funded by
Google.org, it is co-delivered by Catch22 and youth
violence charity Redthread.

“THE DIGITAL EDGE PROGRAMME
HAS BEEN REALLY SUPPORTIVE
AND CREATIVE IN THE WAY
THAT THEY WORK. IT PROVIDES
A STIMULATING ENVIRONMENT
WITH BIG OPPORTUNITIES TO
MAKE A HUGE IMPACT. THE TEAM
SUPPORTED ME TO COMPLETE
ONLINE IT COURSES AND GAIN
VIRTUAL WORK EXPERIENCE.”
[DIGITAL EDGE PARTICIPANT]

“I FOUND THE DIGITAL EDGE
PROGRAMME GOOD BECAUSE I
MET NEW PEOPLE WHILE I WAS
THERE. IT GOT ME WORKING WITH
NEW PEOPLE AND IN ACTIVITIES
AND WATCHING VIDEOS ON
HELPFUL TIPS AND WORKSHOPS
ABOUT DIGITAL AND TECHNOLOGY”.

[DIGITAL EDGE PARTICIPANT]

Recognising our impact last year, the Mayor of
London’s Violence Reduction Unit is now supporting
our next phase, backing our work to divert at-risk
young people towards fulfilling digital careers.
The programme has three elements – a digital skills
pre-employability training designed to channel the
creativity of London’s youth, an interactive training for
professionals working with young people in London
to help them apply best practice offline to the digital
world, and grants for individuals or organisations that
have creative ideas to support young people at risk of
being affected by violence.
In the last year 750 frontline professionals and
65 young people were trained by the programme.
40 grants, totalling £99,500 were awarded to
organisations – directly helping 1,672 at risk young
people.
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CATCH22 COLLEGES

NATIONAL CITIZEN SERVICE

We run 7 colleges for learners aged 16-19 year old which are focussed on the education and
employment goals of our individual learners.

We revised our programme to emphasise volunteering and community needs, and young people rose to the
challenge. While not being able to be on site for NCS, hundreds of young people made the most of their NCS
time with Catch22.  

Last year we worked with 378 learners, delivering more than 1,000 qualifications. 74% of our
learners progressed to a positive destination.

OUR APPROACH

“THE STAFF ARE ABLE TO
GET THE VERY BEST FROM
STUDENTS. AS A PARENT IT IS
STRESS FREE KNOWING YOUR
CHILD IS AT CATCH22”
[PARENT OF A LEARNER AT CATCH22
COLLEGE MAIDSTONE]

We work with students to develop a tailored learning
programme which is matched to their interests and
goals for the future. Students can pick from a range of
learning options covering five key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Functional skills
Vocational qualification
Life skills
Work experience
Progression

Catch22 is the largest delivery partner for NCS –
covering 6 regions across England and engaging nearly
2,500 young people last year. Despite the immense
challenges of 2020, our teams ensured that this year’s
NCS Keep Doing Good Programme allowed young people
to meet new people, challenge themselves and try
extraordinary things.
We revised our programme to emphasise volunteering
and community needs, and young people rose to the
challenge. While not being able to be on site for NCS,
hundreds of young people made the most of their NCS
time with Catch22.

“I’M SO GLAD I GOT
INVOLVED…IT’S AN
AMAZING WAY TO SPEND
THE SUMMER, HELPING THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY AND
GAINING LIFE EXPERIENCE.”
MATTHEW, AGED 16

Our learners have enjoyed courses on life skills and
wellbeing, employability skills, IT skills, construction,
land-based studies, hair and beauty, hospitality and
catering – as well as English and Maths functional
skills.
With the Covid-19 pandemic affecting studies for the
latter part of the College year, we provided a mix of
in-school teaching for our most vulnerable children,
homework packs and online learning.

DEVICES AND DATA –
RASPBERRY PI
Having a device to use for home schooling was a major
barrier for many of our pupils. Through our partnership
with Raspberry Pi, we were able to secure 250 devices
for our college students to help them continue their
learning effectively.

Read the full Employability Review here
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APPRENTICESHIPS

This last year has proved to be the
most challenging that we have ever
experienced both personally and
professionally. The Apprenticeships
Team have risen to this challenge
and proved to be adaptable,
resilient and passionate about the
work we do. Embracing the new
technology at our fingertips, we
transitioned overnight to a fully
remote delivery model that allowed
our apprentices to continue to
access their learning despite the
restrictions.

Internally, we have increased the
number of Catch22 colleagues
on a range of apprenticeship
programmes. We launched an
exciting Leadership & Management
Development Programme in
December 2020 with 30 aspiring
managers and leaders, and with
a further 26 staff accessing
the Apprenticeship Levy on
programmes from Level 2 through
to Level 7 Degree Apprenticeships
to enhance their learning, Catch22
are proudly invested in the
development of our staff.
Chris Stoker-Jones
Director of Vocational Training
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What our employers say…
“We have worked with Catch 22 on our Property Management
apprenticeships and have been extremely pleased with the level of tuition
and support that they provide to our learners. They certainly live up to their
vision to be a supportive network of people around the individual learner!”
Richard Scott – Head of HR, HML Group
“The apprenticeships have benefited our company by creating a talent
pool of enthusiastic qualified individuals who are eager to succeed and
develop themselves, many of our current apprentices are already looking
to the future and visualising themselves in different roles and areas of the
business, it’s an exciting journey for them and for us to guide and support
them along the way.”
Jade Myers – Apprenticeship Scheme Team Leader, AA

What our apprentices say…

£3

We have used this period of remote
learning to reflect on our delivery
and have designed new models for
every apprenticeship we deliver,
and the impact that has made
is interesting. We have seen an
increase in learners engaging with
our trainers more than twice per
month, which in turn has enabled
our average levels of progression
to increase across the board. It
has demonstrated to us that the
traditional methods of face to face
engagement can be blended with a
remote approach. The stresses that
face our trainers in terms of being
on the road for a lot of the time have
reduced and time spent interacting

effectively with our apprentices
has increased significantly. The
increase in distinctions for our
apprentices is a reflection in this
method seeing results.
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Investment in our processes
and technology was vital to us
maintaining a high level of support
during 2020. We invested in
Cognassist, which is a platform
that provides insight into our
apprentices’ cognitive needs and

allows our tutors to support them
more effectively in relation to their
learning. This has already proved
impactful with learners who are
accessing the system and its
strategies already reporting the
difference it has made to their
learning and progress. In addition,
during Lockdown 1.0, we ensured
every one of our apprentices were
provided with a Microsoft 365
account, which gave them access
to software such as Teams, Word,
Excel as well as OneDrive for
file storage. This enabled 100%
of our learners with continued,
uninterrupted access to their
learning.

“I was pleased to be able to finish my showcase evidence remotely. It was
not a major setback that we were not able to do this face-to-face, and this
was due to the great software (Teams) that I was provided with by Catch22.
This enabled us to complete the remaining discussions easily, using screen
sharing.”
Harry, Customer Service Apprentice
“I have made more progress with my apprenticeship in the last few weeks
than in the previous few months. Working from home has allowed me to
avoid the dreaded commute and focus more time on my project. I have
more regular meetings with my tutor now, using online technology”
Samantha, Property Management Apprentice
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YOUNG PEOPLE AND FAMILIES
The Young People and
Families Hub sits at the
heart of Catch22. We cover a
wide range of risks, harmful
behaviours and challenges
faced by young people and
their families today. These
include: Missing From Home,
Child Exploitation, Substance
Misuse, Emotional
Wellbeing, Crisis Support
and Mediation. Our approach
is solution focused and
evidence based.

•
•
•
•

Feel safer
Be healthier both
physically and
mentally
Be more confident to
make positive choices
Be more able to enjoy
their life

Kate Wareham,
Director of Young People and
Families

The Young People and
Families workforce of 200
staff and 60+ volunteers is
passionate about the work
they do. Our skilled teams
form trusting relationships
and work alongside children,
young people and families
helping them to build on their
strengths, increasing their
resilience in order to:

95%
feel safer
Over

11,000
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LONDON
The Hive - Camden
The Hive - Social Enterprise - Camden
Camden Mediation - Camden
Wandsworth YPH - Wandsworth
Merton - Risk and Resilience Service
- Merton
Merton – Wimbledon Foundation
Health & Wellbeing - Merton
MIDLANDS
Northampton Crisis Intervention &
Appropriate Adults - Northampton
Coventry Life Long links Service Coventry
Coventry Child Exploitation Service Coventry
SOUTH EAST
NORTH WEST
Wigan Floating Support - Wigan
Stoke & Staffs Child Exploitation
Services/Missing from home Wirral IDVA
Pan Merseyside Child Exploitation
Service and Missing from home inclusive
of St Helens/Wirral and Knowsley
contracts
Trafford Missing from Care Service
Derby and Derbyshire CARES
NLCBF – National

Young Persons Substance Misuse - Surrey
Music to my Ears - Surrey
Hampshire 24/7 Service - Hampshire
YP&F Bespoke - Essex
CHIP - Colchester
Kent SAiFE - Kent
EAST
Suffolk Reparation - Suffolk
Suffolk Mentoring - Suffolk
Norfolk Mediation - Norfolk
Suffolk Positive Futures - Suffolk

THE HIVE
young people reported making a 		
79% ofsignificant
positive change
The Hive is a space, a service and a community. It
is a preventative service, challenging the stigma of
mental health by giving young people a safe space
to be themselves and was cited as best practice
for mental health provision in the NHS Long Term
Plan. The Hive is open to any young person living or
working Camden aged 16-25.
The Hive caters for young people who either don’t
meet the threshold for statutory mental health
services, yet need help – or are unable or unwilling
to access statutory services. It provides 1:1 sessions
with clinicians and a social hub where users are
able to take part in a range of activities.
It is jointly commissioned by the Camden Clinical
Commissioning Group(CCG) and Camden Council
led by Catch22 in partnership with Camden and
Islington NHS Foundation Trust, Tavistock and
Portman NHS Foundation Trust, Anna Freud Centre,
The Brandon Centre, and The Winch.
•
•
•
•

There are an average of 5,000 visits to The
Hive a year
78% of young people reported
making
a significant positive change(the national
CAMHS average is 50%1)
93% of young people seen by The Hive’s
transitions service engaged with proposed
treatment pathway
Since its existence, it’s estimated more than
80 hospital admissions due to poor mental

MISSING
AND CHILD
EXPLOITATION
SERVICE
86%

We recruit volunteer mentors and lived experience
champions who enable us to connect more effectively
with certain communities of people that we sometimes
find difficult to support.
The team constantly explore new ways to engage with
its service users
– including working with their Young People’s Forum to
produce a series of brief TikTok style videos to promote
our service directly to young people.
•
•

1

•

Using Unity Based Goal measures

of children and young people exiting the
service demonstrate positive
improvements

Each year we work with more than 1,200 children and
young people who are subject to exploitation and/or
who have gone missing from home. We also engage
with nearly 1000 professionals through consultations,
awareness raising workshops, meetings, promotional
events, conferences, schools and training events.

health have been prevented

“A YOUNG WOMAN CAME INTO THE HUB, WHILE SHE WAS IN THE MIDDLE OF A
PSYCHOTIC EPISODE. WE SAT WITH HER FOR 2 HOURS, THEN ESCORTED HER TO AN
APPOINTMENT. SHE WOULDN’T HAVE GOT THERE ON HER OWN.”

78%

STOKE AND STAFFORDSHIRE

93% of incidents were offered a return interview –
with 82% completed and 77% of those completed
within the 72 hour target
86% of children and young people exiting the
service have demonstrate positive improvements
100% of mentors strongly agree that they have
personally benefited from volunteering.

“I’M REALLY IMPRESSED. IT’S A VERY
PASSIONATE SERVICE WHICH ONLY HAS THE
BEST INTERESTS AT HEART IN REGARD TO
SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE AT RISK OF CSE,
MISSING AND INVOLVED WITH GANGS. I THINK
THE STAFF ARE SO PASSIONATE, THEY CARE
ABOUT THE CHILDREN AND THE GROWTH
AND PROGRESS OF THE SERVICE. THIS IS
SOMETHING THAT SHOULD BE ADMIRED AND
IMITATED BY OTHER SERVICES”

Read the full YP&F Review here
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COMMUNITY LINKS
We are committed to supporting the people of Newham through these
challenging times, as we have always done. We anticipated that with
the impact on jobs, declining household incomes would lead to a surge
of need for advice and guidance. From the outset of the first lockdown,
Community Links rapidly pivoted frontline services to remote delivery
and mobilised volunteers, ensuring we continued to safely support
people in crisis. Many of our services saw a record level of demand
during lockdown.

PARTNERSHIPS
Catch22 unlocks innovation through collaborative partnerships. Together, we tackle the pressing
issues in public services and this year has been no different. You’ll have read throughout this report
– and in our individual hub reports – how our partnership are growing from strength to strength.
Thank you to all our partners and we look forward to continuing our work with you in 2021!

During the peak of the pandemic we saw:
•
•
•
•

Requests for advice and guidance increase by 23%
Homelessness related cases increase by 316%
Demand for our Emergency Food Support Service double
Hardship support requests, such as food voucher enquiries, increase by 400%.

We continue to see high demand for support from families who are concerned about the basics like
food, bills, childcare and keeping a roof over their heads. Responding directly to the dire impact of the
pandemic on the people of Newham, we ran an emergency appeal to support their most pressing needs.
As a result of the emergency appeal, we launched:
•
•
•

A local 7-day-a-week Covid-19 telephone advice helpline, in partnership with the local authority,
who recognised our position in the borough, capacity to mobilise at pace and ability to refer to a
broad partner network
A homelessness prevention service, supporting people at risk of eviction or homelessness with
advice, guidance and specialist support, in collaboration with Crisis, the national homelessness
charity
A mental health and wellbeing service, providing peer-support and wellbeing activities with the
support of mental health charity Mind.

We are running two innovative new schemes to test ways of working in this new landscape:
•

•

A Violence Prevention Pilot for at-risk young people and their families, providing peer support and
advice for children and adults living in poverty, in conjunction with the Impetus Youth Endowment
Fund
A remote Music Therapy Pilot for young people in mental health distress.

Read the Community Links Review here

Read more about our Partnerships here

“CATCH22 COLLEAGUES STEPPED
UP TO THE CHALLENGE”
This review captures the
activity of Catch22 over
our 2019/2020 reporting
cycle. When we entered the
year none of us could have
predicted what was to follow
but like so many others
over the last 12 months or
so Catch22’s colleagues
stepped up to the challenge
and continued to work hard
to reach out and support
many of the people who have
been most impacted by the
pandemic. That’s across our
schools, working across the
prison estate, with children
who have still gone missing
and we have continued to
help people get into jobs.
We have shown enormous
initiative and energy to find
different ways to engage with
our beneficiaries including
a brilliant digital event with
young people on our NCS
programme.
But, what the last 12 months
has also brought into sharp
focus is the reason we exist
in the first place. The crisis
has exposed deep inequalities
across our communities
powerfully emphasised by
the extent of digital exclusion
we have witnessed. Home
schooling is incredibly difficult
without the tools to access
the input on offer – and that’s
not just hardware but access
to data too, surely a utility
like clean drinking water,
that needs to be available
to all. We are grateful to
our supporters such as
Raspberry PI and Microsoft
amongst others who have
helped us to reach those

who would otherwise have
been left behind. Similarly,
we are hugely grateful to the
National Lottery who provided
resources so we could
enhance our delivery on the
ground right across the range
of our delivery.
Catch22 has navigated this
period with the support of our
funders and commissioners
alike and we are grateful for
the flexibility in approach
to contract management
and procurement we have
benefitted from. And, there
are lessons that we are keen
to take into the future – to
influence the approach to
government procurement and
to strengthen the role that
social businesses like Catch22
can play in the provision of
public services. We have
used the last 12 months to
reflect on who we are and
what we need to do to sustain
ourselves so we can continue
to contribute to improving
the life chances of those we
support. I am grateful to my
colleague Trustees, to the staff
and volunteers of Catch22 and
to all our supporters. Thank
you.
Terry Duddy
Catch22 Chair

In 2019/20
£52m turnover
The Catch22 family has
touched the lives of more
than 120,000 people in the
last year
£52m turnover
The Catch22 family has
touched the lives of more than
120,000 people in the last year
Our staff
952 employees
601 sessionals
122 volunteers

Our staff
952 employees
601 sessional workers
122 volunteers

www.catch22.org.uk
Catch22 is a registered charity (1124127) and a company
limited by guarantee (6577534). Registered office: 27 Pear
Tree Street, London EC1V 3AG. Tel: 020 7336 4800.

